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NOTICE OF CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 
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131 
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132 
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Greg Jensen delivered a change to COST which brings the program into compliance 
with the new SRU rates. 

Kevin Matthews changed lAJ so that jobs with zero field length are not assumed to 
be in error. Previously any job with zero FL was assumed to have a job card error 
or an improper USER command. The problem was that any job with zero FL had SRU 
accumulation turned off. Kevin's new DSP occasionally places jobs into the 
input queue with zero FL. This is why certain jobs recently were running for 
free. Exactly why the new DSP differs from the old DSP is not yet understood. 

Don Mears changed punch card processing in QAP so that FL and UN are punched 
as lace cards on special forms jobs. 

Tim Hoffmann removed the last traces of IQFT related delay queue code from 
UFM. 

Jeff Drummond installed the following changes. 

1) , A PSR mod to lMT was installed which corrects a problem where lMT loses an 
EOF on an S, L or F format tape under certain conditions. 

2) Two new messages were added to the lDU purge-job-with-message facility. 
These were requested by operations. 

3) PFPACK and PFP were changed to work with a 16-word PFC. 
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4) Programs BLOCKER and REBLOCK were changed to output a message informing 
users that the packages will soon become fetch. 

Steve Collins installed a new version of XEDIT with the following changes~ 

1) A bug was corrected which caused XEDIT to occasionally not update the edit 
file after a Read command. 

2) A bug was corrected which caused XEDIT to always set CSET Normal if the 
Help command was interrupted. 

3) A bug was corrected which caused the Copy and Copyd commands to generate 
an error if the file name was not immediately followed by the string 
parameter. 

4) XEDIT now returns to command mode when a bad text line is encountered. 
Previously XEDIT aborted. 

5) XEDIT now defaults to the proper assembly options to be assembled on our 
system. 

6) Correct an inconsistency in the processing of the Print and Where commands 
in creation mode. These commands are not valid in creation mode. 

7) XEDIT now allows commands preceded by blanks. 

Steve also changed NOTIFY so that it can be run under DSD as X,NOTIFY. 
Previously the program had to run under DIS. 

Paul Thompson added his proposed ENQ, DEL and MI options to RELOAD (see DSN 
6, 11 p. 27). 

Andy Hastings installed his proposed enhancement to RESEX and TAPES which allows 
master users to access subordinate users' tapes (see DSN 6, 11 ~ 87). Andy 
corrected EXPLIB so that pack types are processed when converting RESEXES to 
source (OP•S). Additionally, Andy installed the proposed change to SEND which 
allows DA files to be sent directly (see DSN 6, 11 ~ 86). 

Kevin Fjelsted installed his proposed change to PURGALL adding the UC option 
(see DSN 6, 12 ~ 103). 

PROPOSED CHANGES TO THE SYSTEM 

The Spy Who Was Thrown Into the Cold - by R. A. Williams 

The time is a few minutes before nine on a morning not unlike any other. 
An ordinary looking character strolls into a dank, dimly-lit computer lab 
somewhere on campus and, crushing out the stump of a cigarette that had been 
adorning the space between his teeth, sits down at a TTY that has clearly 
seen better days. He pulls a German lesson from his knapsack and orders the 
terminal to life with a vicious .; .twist of the ON/OFF knob. 
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To his chagrin, the knob falls off in his palm as the machine clatters briefly 
and then falls $i-letn:: Dis~cl, he mutters ~meier his breath, pitches the 
kn.<;>b __ asiOe-,-- a.nd selects a different instrument. Time grows short now; he 
must be logged in by nine. Quickly, with the moves of a professional, he 
enters a user number and password that are above suspicion. A procedure file 
is put into operation, searching for the terminal number of the ultimate 
user, the HELP line's *******, which can access virtually any permanent file 
in the system in read mode. 

While waiting for an indication that his prey is at hand, reminiscences 
about the good old days are in order; the times of unhashed passwords, of 
execute-only files that weren't, and of the myriad of variations the RENAME 
bugs took on. Ah, he thinks with a smile, those were good times. And, 
before that, no dayfile message limit, track limit, or file limit. He 
chuckles contentedly. The gang sure could vandalize the system then. 

His thoughts come to an abrupt halt as bells ring out from the DECwriter, 
Terminal 47 is today's target. He enters ACCESS; then MON,47. Modest 
relaxation is all he can afford while waiting for his opening to materialize, 
He watches, waits, then observes the object of the hunt; the daily ritual 
of password changing by the HELP line. 

Now, with the new password safely tucked in his memory, he can wreak havoc 
on all three systems, for the duration of this day at least. Gathering 
up the forged CAl lesson cover that helped him pull off this ruse, he is off 
to a new base of operations. 

Pure fiction, you say? It can't happen here? Well it has, and the staff 
time and energy spent cleaning up the mess this thief made was substantial! 
While it's true we allow only one HELP line user on each system at one time 
and then only between nine and five weekdays, these measures are not fool
proof and meant to be back up defenses. The primary means to avoid the above 
scenario from taking place is prevention of unauthorized snooping that 
leads to illegal knowledge of the ******* password. The biggest hole in the 
system right now is the blanket monitor permission (as well as DIAL and 
LOGOFF) through the TELEX ACCESS subsystem (CTPC access word bit). This is 
distinct from the master user monitor/ACCESS facility in which the capability 
only may be used to monitor subordinate users (CMUC). 

As first proposed, years ago, the CTPC permission was to change so only 
subordinates could be monitored. At the system meeting, it was suggested 
that a new bit be defined for subordinate monitor (CMUC) instead and the 
blanket bit be left alone with only staff validated for it, and then for 
short periods of time. This was accepted (more options can never be wrong, 
right?). Unfortunately, I have never seen the bit used legitimately, often 
being set for staff who don't realize they can monitor others on their own 
user number with CMUC, set for those who foolishly use AW=ALL (all bits 
enabled) with MODVAL, or set by mistake. 

I propose that we remove CTPC altogether, eliminating the chance of error 
(in this situation). 

/1/////1// 

With Friendliness Like This Who Needs Enemyliness? -or- Where Were You When 
The Subroutines Went Out? - by R. A. Williams 

It's been a while now since the new FORTRAN subroutine library scheme went into 
action. Users are now diligently FETCHing libraries (which aren't really 
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FETCHed but just LDSETted, as I unc!~r · : . .w3.th the compiler specification 
· V= eked on the 

old days when LGO. used 
well for most users but 

, that, and the other program. (Ah for the good 
to be sufficient.) It seems to be working fairly 
one oversight is troubling. 

User numbers LIBRARY and GAME contain several MNF programs which use subroutines 
now located on MINNLIB. The programs are designed for the novice user, one 
who knows and/or cares little about the use of the system, and, as such, 
should run with the least amount of effort. Until the recent change LIB,name 
and RUN were the only commands needed to use these programs. They provide 
all instructions upon request from the user (in response to a YES/NO prompt) 
and get the proper amount of memory through the TELEX calculation. How do 
we return to those thrilling days of yesteryear, allowing the lone program 
to run again? 

One ever popular option is to have one procedure file per LIBRARY program; 
then LIB,name and BEGIN,name would do the trick. Besides defeating the 
automatic field length calculation now in force and greatly increasing disk 
space commitment to LIBRARY, this plan is a bookkeeping nightmare for whoever 
maintains LIBRARY. 

How about having the user enter X,FETCH,MINNLIB before each LIBRARY run? 
(Gotcha; forget the V= and you really have troubles. The defaults aren't 
consistent from system to system and, as Don Mears discovered, a FETCH with 
the wrong V= followed by one with the right V= produces confusing loader 
errors!) The FETCH control statement card is not a TELEX command and thus 
is not documented in interactive literature (that's a new McLuhan term I 
think), particularly that of CDC, and is alien to the "standard" timeshare 
command set (HELLO, RUN, B.YE, etc.) found on many different systems. No 
matter how much we try to publicize FETCH, I doubt that novice users will ~ 

be reached adequately. 

Perhaps a COMPASS subroutine could be placed in these programs to generate 
LDSET tables requesting MINNLIB. In fact, this has been done but is 
unacceptable as a long-term solution due to blQated field length and time 
requirements. 

Marisa has the best suggestion I've h~ She proposes a FORTRAN (MNF, FTN, 
MZ7) subroutine called MINNLIB that has a LDSET table. Thus, a program with 
a CALL MINNLIB in it would automatically have the externals satisfied since 
the subroutine MINNLIB (placed on the default MNF, FTN, etc. libraries) would 
direct the loader to use the library MINNLIB (MNF, FTN, etc. version) to 
satisfy other missing externals. 

What better way to polish the syst.em than to return this facet of it to 
its previous lusterous, untarnished state? 
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1/1111//11 

Dayfil~ Madness- A Counter Proposal. by J. J. Drummond. 

This prooosat ls in response to one made by Mlk~ Frisch 
< .. Dayfile Information When Oavfite is Too Large .. , OSN 5/.i.1, 
P• 88) that was aooroved at the subsequent systems group meeting. 
As the person designated to "study the imolementation", I have 
decided that there is something fundamenta1ty wrong with the 
oroposa1 (although not necessarily with the oroblem that the 
proposal was directed towards) and the way in which the systems 
group dealt with the proposal. 

The major deficiency with the Frisch proposal is that it 
never states exactly what problem it is attemoting to adjress 
(borrowinq Don Mears• terminoJogy, it oresents a usolution to an 
obvious, but unstated, problem'"). Worse, the systems group 
(myself included) was unable to isolate the real oroblem and, to 
add insult to injury, wasted iS minutes haggling over the wording 
of a message to be added to the end of DAYFILE. That is, the 
proposal presented a simple soJution to a simple oroblem. 

The real problem, as I see it, is that "fhenever a user 
submits a job they should 21tl2~~ get something back informing 
them of what haooended to their Job (historically, this is done 
by retu~ning the dayfile of the job). If the prooosaJ had simoty 
stated this problem and requested that it oe fixed {without 
necessarily suggesting a soecific solution>--lt would have been a 
better proposal. The fact that the suggested solution was 
offered without a clear statement of the problem ted us astray. 

In order to understand what was wrong with the oroposed 
solutio~, we have to understand exactly how the oresent mechanism 
works {and what•s wrong with itl: exactly what was orooosed (and 
what•s wrong with that): and the othPr al te'"n:ttives that are 
available to us. We can represent these various schemes for 
dayfile management by utilizing an algorithmic notation (bas~d on 
th~ programming language Pasca1) that includes the following 
definitions: 

Let FN represent thP. name of a flJ.,.. This file consists of n 
looical records (n = ~, 2, 3, ••• ) and m physical record units or 
P R U • s ( m = 1 , Z , 3 , ••• ) • T h e 1 1h I o g i c a J ~ ec or d o f a f l J e i s 
reoresentea by FN.i an1 the J1b PRU is reoresented by FN(j). In 
the interests of simplicity, this notation wilt ignore system 
sectors, £0! sectors, null EOR sectors, etc. Additionally, Jet 
us ·define some procedures and functions to operate on these 
f i I es: 

length(FN) = Function that returns the length of 
fi Je FN in PRUs. LENGTH(FN.U returns 
length of the l1b logical record (zero 
it doesn•t exist). 
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ofil ~(FN) = Boolean function that returns TRUE if FN 
is as an indirect access o~rmanent fil~. 

setlength(FN,k) =Procedure that truncates the file FN after 
the k!h P R U ( i • e. , !=" N ( k + i ) is u n de f in e d) • 

get, save, etc. = Procedures that perform the usual PFH 
functions using OfiLES parametar syntax. 

Further, we can define some constants and specific file names: 

Size 

Message 

JOBFILE 

DAYFILE 

SCRi 

= 

= 

= 

= 

= 

Haxin'um allowable size of permanent file DAYFILE in 
PRUs <aooroximately 200>. 
A character string (chosen by a committee) 1'hat 
describes to an arbitrary user that their dayfile 
has been truncated. 
Job oayfile created when a submitted job comoletes. 
It always consists of a single logical record with 
one or more PRUs. 
Permanent file that, if it exists, may contain one 
or more logical records and can never be Jarger 
than •stze• PRUs in length. 
Scr-atch file (s). 

Using this notation, the current dayfile management scheme 
can be conceptually reoresented as follows: 

algnclihm TRANSIT; 
~.l!l { TRANSIT. } 
l1 oflte(OAYFILE) 1h~D append(DAYFILE,JOBFILE> 
gt~~ save(JOBFILE=DAYFILE) ' 
~;.{ TRANSIT } 

There are a number of problems with this algorithm--some of 
which were mentioned in Mike Frisch•s article. These problems 
include: 

1. The save op~ratlon wif I faiJ if length(JOBFILEJ > 
Size. 

z. The append ooe~ation will fail if (length{JOBFILE) 
+ length(DAYFILE)) > Size. 

3. Both operations wll1 fall if DAYFILE is a direct 
access file. This orobtem is common to most of the 
algorithms that will be considered but is easily and 
(usually) permanently corrected by purging DAYFILE. 

· Mike Frisch oroposes a more elaborate algorithm to correct 
some of these prob•ems. The algorithmic reoresentation of his 
proposal is as follows: 
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~J.£HH:.i.! b!!l M J ~=" ~ 
~fll!l { MJF } 
ll !lQ! pfife(OAYF:LE) !h~n save(JOBFILE=DAYFILE) 
~!~~ { try append } 

i.1 (lengthCOAYFILE) + tength(JOBFILE)) <Size i~ 
appendCOAYFILE,J03FILE) 

~lsg ( truncate job dayfile } 
i.! f en gt h C 0 A Y FILE) < (Size - 2) 1~.n 
Q.~gio JOBFILEC2> := .. 'Message"; 

setlength(JOBF!LE,2); 
append(DAYFILE,JOBFILE) 

.!Ul_g 
~ll~ { overwrite end of DAYFILE } 
~glo getCSCR1=DAYFILE>; 

SCRl(Slze- 1) := JOBFILE<1>; (first PRU of dayfile} 
SCR! (Size) := "''Message••; 
reotaceCSCR1=DAYFILE) 

,!:o...g 
!tlU'!; { MJF } 

This algorithm does not solve all of the problems present In 
the TRANSIT algorithm and introduces a number of new ones: 

1. The save operation wiJ t fail if length(JQBFILE) > 
Size. This is fairly easy to correct bY truncating 
JOBFILE if it is too large. However, should JOSFILE be 
truncated to •size• PRUs, two PRUs, or what? Truncating 
to a measly two PRUs seems a bit harsh, but truncating to 
•size• PRUs greatly aggrevates another problem (see next 
point). A smaller value lessens (but does not eliminate) 
thls problem. 

2. Once DAYFILE fi Its up, the first (Size - 2J PRUs 
become static. Any additional dayfiles get truncated and 
overwrite the last two PRUs. Once this occurs, only one 
PRU of the dayfile (plus an additional PRU containing 
'"Message'") belonging to the last job submitted will 
appear. If the user has a full DAYFILE (and Ignores the 
warning issued by SUBMii> or lf the user has submitted 
several jobs and th~ DAYFILE fills uo befor~ all of the 
jobs are completed, then there may be no dayfile or 
truncated dayfile for one or more jobs. This is precise
ly the oroblem to be corrected! 

3. There exists a window between the get and reolace 
operations where concurrent modification of DAYFILE by 
another oroc&ss may cause the algorithm (or the other 
process that•s accessing DAYFILE) to fai I. This was 
imoortant when when TRANSIT was first installed because 
many users had controt statements in their Jobs to 
"manually'" save or append their dayfiles. I do not know 
ho~ much of a problem this would oresent today. 
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Shortly after Mike Frlsch•s proposal was aoproved, I sat down 
and devised the following algorithm: 

ll.sa.ti.!hm J J D ; 
ll.Sl.C: 1, ], sum : 1D..!.§.g!!.c:; 

h.i.9.l.o c JJD l 
ll I eng t h ( J 0 8 F I L E) > S 1 z e ~ ( t run c a t e J ob day f it e } 

U.ai..O JOBFILE<Slze) := ••Me:Ssage .. ; 
setlength(JOBFILE,Slze) 

~!l.SH 
ll not pfile(OAYFILE) th~n save(JCBFILE=DAYFILE) 
~3 C try append } . 

.11 (lengthCDAYFILE> + length(JOBFILE)) < Size ~rum 
aopend(DAYFILE,JOBFILE) 
~~ { scroJ I dayfiles } 
~.aiO get(SCR1=DAYFILE); 

sum I= a; i I= 1; 
~~sum < <Size- lengthCJOBFILE)) g2 ( skip records} 
~ll!l sum : = sum + I ength ( SCR1. i) ; i := 1 + 1 .e.o.sH 

J I= 1; 
~U I engHdSCRJ..ll <> 0 ~ C copy remaining records } 
~9.1.0 SCR2.] I= SCR1.1; l I= 1 + 1; J := J + 1 .!lO..d; 

SCR2.j I= JOBFILEd.; ( apoend job dayfile l 
reolace(SCR2=DAVFILE) 

~og 
~; ( JJD } 

This 
records> 
It soJves 
a Igor lthm 

algorithm essential ty scrolls )ob dayfiles 
off the front of DAYFILE and adds new ones at 
the first problem mentioned ln __ connectlon with 
but does not really solve the other problems: 

( I oglca I 
the end. 
the HJF 

1. A large Job dayfile (•Size• PRUs long) will scroll 
aJI existing dayfiles off the end of DAYFILE. The user 
may not have been oulck enough ln accessing DAYFILE and 
so it wiJI appear as though dayfile(sl nave vanished 
wl thout a trace. 

2. Concurrent modification of DAYFILE may fall. 

Andy Hastings suggested a modification to the JJD algorithm 
which essentiatty changes the manner in which logical records 
(dayfiles) are scrolled off the end of DAYFILE. Instead of 
skipping a sufficient number of records to ensure space for the 
new (latest) dayfile: only one record would be scrolled off the 
front of the file and as many PRUs as possible of the new dayfile 
would oe added to the end. Thus, if the new dayfile was larger 
th~n the oldest dayfile, it wouJd be truncated (presumably with 
the .. Hessage .. ). This eliminates the problem of a large dayfile 
scrolling off a number of existing dayfiles, but a large existing 
dayfile can be scrolled off by one or more new dayfiles. Thus, 
dayfiles can still disaopear • 
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Don Mears suggested a novel aooro~ch to the or-oblem: 

~.C..i1!l.!:!! D W M ; 
~:. l , ) : j_n t ,gggr:. : 

~.i.!l { D WM } 
11 length(JOeFILE> > Size th,gn {truncate job dayfile} 
ll~g.Lo J 0 3 F ! L E ( S i z e) : = '"Mess a q e •• : 

setlength(J08FILE,Size) 
~O!H 

l1 Q~~ pfile(DAYFILE) ~0 save(JOBFILE=OAYFILE) 
~S~ { scroll dayfiles} 
2egin get(SCRl=DAYFILE>: 

SCR2.! I= JOBFILE.:1~ ( copy )ob dayfile} 
i := tengthCSCR2l + 1; ) := 1; 
!!.bli.f: Jength{SCR2l <=Size .sl~ {copy PRUs} 

ta,gl.D SCR2(i) := SCR1C))~ 1 I= 1 + 1; J I= J + 1 ~; 
replaceCSCR2=DAYFILE> 

!lO,g 
Jmg; ( OWM } 

This algorithm scrol Is Job dayfiles off the end of DAYFILE 
r-ather than off the fr-ont. This leaves the most r-ecent dayfile 
conveniently located at the fr-ont of the file rather than at the 
end. However-, there are a few pr-oblems: 

1. The order of 
thus users would have 
and procedures that 
dayfile would have to 

dayfiles on DAYFILE is reversed and 
to be re-educated. Th~lr programs 
automatically retrieve the latest 

be rewritten. 

2. Since the most recent dayfile is the most easily 
accessed recor-d on DAYFILE and since old dayfiles would 
be discarded automatically as new dayfiles appeared; 
use~s would have less incentive to purge their DAYFILE 
(another money-maker- for UCC). 

3. The last loqlcal record on DAYFILE may be trun
cated awkwardly (in the middle of the r-ecord). This can 
be at I eviated by adding the '"Message" after truncating or 
by copying logical records r-at~er than PRUs. 

4. A large Job 
dayfiles off the en1 
still disappear. 

d~yfHe will 
of DAYFILE. 

scr-oJI all existing 
Thus, dayf it es can 

5. More dayfile pr-ocessing is necessary ln most 
cases. The or-evlous algorithms performed copy operations 
only in the case where the save and append ooerations 
failed. The OWM algorithm does a copy ooeration on all 
but the save operation and, as mentioned above, may 
reduce the proportion of save operations because users 
may no lonqer Purge their DAYFILE. This Increased 
processing wltl atso aggrevate the oroblem of concurrent 
modification of DAYFILE. 
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Another alternative would be to orovide one or 
flow" DAYFILEs. When DAYFILE becomes sufficiently 
contents can be moved to, say, D4YF!Ll~ from there 
discarded or moved to DAYFIL2: ad nauseam. There are 
oroblems with this aooroachJ 

more .. over
full, its 

they C"'n be 
two genera I 

1. It becomes more difficult for users to manage 
their DAYFILEs. Instead of worrying about one file they 
would have to worry about several. Dayfiles wlll migrate 
from file to file as additional dayfiles ar~ generated. 
This will make lt more difficult to locate a particular 
day f 1 I e. 

2. Unless the number of overflow DAYFILEs is reasona
bly large, it is stilt possible for large dayfiles to 
push previous dayfiles off of DAYFILE and the overflow 
DAYFILEs before the user has had an opportunity to 
insoect them. Again, this is the problem to be correc
ted. 

Yet another alternative would be to make DAYFILE a direct 
access fite. This would provide a slgnlficantly larger space for 
user dayfiles and would essentially eliminate the truncation and 
scrolling oroblems inherlent in the previous schemes. New 
dayfiles could be "appended" to the DAYFILE with a simple 
ATTACH/SKIPE!/COPY opera~ion. Unfortunately, this approach suf
fers from some drawbacks as welfl 

1. The DAYFILE could become qul~e l~rge. This would 
not hurt those users who orefer to save all of their 
dayfiles anyway, but forgetful users might get burned by 
ever•lncreasin~ permanent file charges (the warning mes
sage Issued by SUBMIT when the O~YFILE is larger than 100 
PRUs might atl~ijla~e this oroblem somewhat). Besides, 
job dayfiles tend to come in three basic sizes: tiny 
(one PRUJ, smalt (several PRUs), and gigantic (hundreds 
of PRUs); a case could be made fo~ always truncating very 
large dayfile~ simply to spare the user the effort of 
trying to examine or print the entire dayfile. 

2. A fair number of users (oarticularily on MERITSSJ 
are not vatldated to create direct access files. Users 
validated to do SUBMITs and S~NDs would also have to be 
validated for direct access flies; otherwise they coufd 
have as many as they wanted slmoly by using the CHANGE 
command to continually rename DAYFILE. An analogous 
problem now exists with indirect access flies, but all 
user numbers c~rrently validated for SUBMIT or SEND have 
indirect access permission anyway • 
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Still another altP-r'native would be to eliminate the req•..Jire
ment that all dayfiles be returned to the same file (Ot.YF!LE). 
It each dayfile were returned to a se~arat~ file then there would 
be no scrolling orohl~ms, The only difficulty is In setecting a 
meani~gful name for each permanent file. One oossibllity would 
be to use the jobname as the oermanent file name, The ]obname is 
usually disolayed when the job is submitted and would be 
guarenteed unique for jobs submitted over a given time oeriod 
(aoproximatefy one week), Very large dayfiies would still have 
to be truncated but the dayfile al sorithm could be reduced to a 
simpte REPLACE ooeration. However, there are a few orobtems: 

1. Users would have to be re-educated to retrieve 
their dayfiles from variable-named files. Also, a user 
wou1d not know a orlori the name of the oermanent file 
dayfile until the job was submitted. SUBMIT could be 
modified to emohasize this information. Users would also 
have to keep track of many more different flies. 

2. Currently, when sending jobs or fifes to another 
system, the jobnamelsnot known until afte-r - the dayfile 
ls returned (which also makes It dlfflcu1t for the job to 
be traced). Tyolcally, the user only receives the first 
four letters of the )obname. The system would have to be 
modified so that the jobnames were allocated at the time 
of the submit or send (and on the originating machine). 
This may be non-trivial on MERrTSS since it is not 
running ~OS mu1ti•ma1nframe (which we've modified to 
alleviate this problem), 

Wet I, these are the aJ I the schemes that I know about or have 
been able to devise. I hope that I have demonstrated that this 
is not a simple probiem and that there are no simple solutions. 
In conclusion, I propose the following: 

1. Install a change in 1CJ/OSP to automatically 
truncate at 1 Job dayf ll es to x PRUs (where x = • Size• or 
some other ar-bitrary constant). This will sotve at least 
haJf the problem in that no single dayfile ~lit ever be 
too large to save. It is possible that this change will 
be sufficient for our ourposes. 

z. If more sophisticated processing ls desired~ then 
the systems gr ou o shou I d choose one of the above a I go• 
rlthms (or devise another scheme) to be imolemented and 
documented. I do not know which of these schemes ls 
ootlmaJ: orobably none of them are. I leave this 
decision to the combined wlsdom of the systems group. 
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III/IIIII/ 

PN Parameter On SEND - by A. B. Hastings 

I propose that a PN (packname) parameter be added to SEND to allow users to 
send files to packs other than the default packs. (Of course, this implies 
changes to TRN and TRANSIT as well.) This change would allow UCC staff 
to send files to SPL, for example. If the specified pack is not mounted 
(either because it does not exist or it is removable), TRANSIT will return 
a permanent file dayfile (as is done now for other errors) with a message 
such as: 

hh.mm.ss filenam - PACK NOT AVAILABLE - packnam 

TRANSIT will not differentiate between packs that are not mounted and packs 
that do not exist because to do so would involve attaching and scanning 
the express file every time a packname is specified for a sent file. 

l///1////1 

More Usage Statistics - by Mike Frisch 

There has been a lot of debate recently about how much computer time is used 
by programs written in various languages. While we know how many times each 
compiler is called per month, we have no idea what percentage of the total 
time is involved. 

We don't know much about large jobs except on a completed~job basis. For 
example, we don't know whether the large jobs have been increasing or 
decreasing and whether they are I/O bound or CP bound. 

I propose we add code to keep track in the account dayfile of the compiler 
or package name, execution time, I/O transfers and account number for each 
job step that a compiler or compiled program executes. This would require 
modifications to the compilers to insert the compiler's name into the 
binary, and to the loader to extract the appropriate compiler or package 
name and save it so that the end-of-job step accounting can use it. 

If, for example, both Fortran and Compass were used, there would have to be 
a way to decide which one should be considered dominant. Perhaps the 
first compiler used would be best. When building overlays, the loader would 
have to retain the name in the resultant binary so that later executions 
of the absolute code would be accounted. This also involves changes to 
the overlay loader. 

A facility to change the name in the binary would be needed so that separate 
statistics on packages like SPSS could be gathered. A program to ·analyze 
the usage statistics would also be needed. 

Besides the initial work involved, one problem that might occur is excessive 
use of resources. This happened when we gathered loader statistics several 
years ago. Those statistics were turned off after we gathered some useful 
numbers. Once the mechanism is built to gather the statistics for this 
proposal, it probably could be made to be turned on or off via an external 
switch that the operator could set. 
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Memory Addresses and Lengths Should Be Given in Decimal - by Mike Frisch 

Andy Mickel's article in a recent DSN, "Polishing Our System," listed 
severai goals. The first, human-oriented design, used the example of 
something we have already done: make time limits be in decimal rather 
than octal. 

Several years ago, I noticed that the University of London made field lengths 
be decimal. I would like to use (misuse?) Andy's goal and extend the 
University of London's idea. 

I propose that CM on the job statement and the parameter of the RFL statement 
be made decimal by default, with octal followed by a trailing B as a user 
option. This should apply to any other control statement where a memory 
length must be entered. 

I further propose that compilers such as MNF and the loader be modified to 
print decimal addresses (with an octal equivalent alongside if neeessary~ , 
and always print decimal lengths of arrays or program units. I propose 
that utilities such as DMP and TDUMP be changed to print addresses in decimal, 
with an octal equivalent alongside. 

Along with post mortem dump packages like MANTRAP, these proposals will allow 
users to think in decimal rather than force them to struggle with octal, 

/////////1 

XEDIT - by S. R. Collins 

I propose the following improvements to XEDIT; 

1. Remove the NOBELLS command and add a BELLS command. By default, XEDIT 
error messages will not make noise. The BELLS command may be used to 
add bells to the messages. 

2. The actions of all XEDIT commands are verified in verify mode and not 
verified in brief mode - except the Y and Z commands. The Y command 
never prints the commands, and the Z command always prints the commands. 
The Y command should be removed, and the Z command should print the 
commands only if XEDIT is in verify mode, 

3. Add an E option to force all commands to be ECHOed, This is most useful 
for non-TELEX runs. 

SYSTEM MAINTENANCE: People and Procedures 

Last Week's Systems Group Meeting - by T. W, Lanzatella 

Kevin Fjelsted's proposal suggesting that a UC option be added to PURGALL was 
accepted (see DSN 6, 12 p. 103). We stipulated that the approval be contingent 
upon some kind of document explaining for users how the UC option works. Kevin 
l1atthews said the feature should be documented in the forthcoming PFGUIDE. 
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We had a brief discussion of the Polish articles appearing in the last few 
DSN's. Various general areas were mentioned where some real work could 
be done. 

1) Bill Sackett ~lget a tape (informally from CDC) which contains the 
text of all the error messages in the systems. Conceivably this could 
be used as a writeup making the search for an obscure error message 
somewhat easier. 

2) It was suggested that we write a document which goes beyond the content 
of deck Coding and explains local implementation standards. Jeff 
Drummond volunteered to do this. 

3) Sara Graffunder proposed that consultants keep an informal log of user 
problem areas in the system. 

4) Several people suggested that we make use of the time-sharing system to 
solicit user suggestions, possibly using a writeup as a form for people 
to fill out and mail in. 

5) Someone suggested that proposals appearing in the DSN should adhere 
to a set of guidelines. TWL has offered to do this. 

Larry Liddiard reviewed his plans for a Cyber 750 acquisition next summer. 

The recent affair where SRU charges mysteriously disappeared for some jobs 
was discussed. Kevin was hopeful that at least a temporary solution had 
been found. 

/111/11111 

Callprg and Library Tape News - by M. Riviere 

On July 1, A. Mickel installed the PASCAL I/O library, PASIOL, as a Library 
Tape product. PASIOL is .a compiler dependent library for PASCAL and was 
introduced as part of the new library's organization. Until July 1, PASIOL 
was a Fetch type package. 

On July 10, M. Frisch replaced MINNLIB on t~e Library Tape with a new 
version in which the records CPUCPM, CPULFM, CPUOVL and CPUPFM, that were 
previously removed are again included. The r-emoval -of these records, part 
of the library reorganization, was causing non-fatal Loader errors and, as 
it was observed, too many 'users were affected by that fact. 

There are no Callprg Index modifications scheduled for July 10. 

The next set of Callprg Index and Library Tape modifications will be taking 
place on July 29. Modifications for that date should be submitted before 
noon, July 17. 

I would like, from now on, to guarantee that the future Library Tape and 
Callprg Index will be used during System time on the Cyber 172 and 74 
during the weekend before they are scheduled to be released. The availability 
of the new or replaced products during System time will help us find -
unexpected problems. In order to do this - I need to ask for everybody's help 
in strictly adhering to the deadlines for requesting modifications. 
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Sharing Information About An ANSI Committee - by Mike Frisch 

The American National Standards Institute (ANSI) is now charging for 
committee membership ($25 this year, $50 per year from now on). I am 
presently an observer member of the ANSI X3Hl Operating System Command and 
Response Language committee.. They are in the primitive stages of building 
a standard. I plan to remain an observer and am willing to share any 
committee reports with other UCC staff who ask me~ However, if any of you 
in the systems group feels you have more reason to be the official UCC 
observer, I'm also willing to sit down and discuss it with you. Please 
get in touch with me if you are interested. 

////////11 

Letters to the Editor on Polishing Our System - From Earl Schleske 

Our hardware is essentially obsolete, because of the six~bit character 
limitation. Accordingly, I would favor allocating the bulk of our resources 
to phasing in more modern hardware. 

In my opinion, some of the deficienc~ inherent in this antiquated hardware 
are serious enough to make it impractical to significantly enhance its 
user-friendlines. 

/////////1 

Cyber 74/172 Deadstart Dump Analysis from Friday, 20 June through Wednesday, 
3 July - by K. C. Matthews 

Tuesday, 24 June 

02:25 (DD2007) Cyber 172 

This was the first of several crashes on the two machines. The system 
seemed to be hung up trying to get the TRT interlock bit in ECS. The system 
would then run for a while and then crash again with the same problem. 
Either the ECS flag register had problems, which never occurred again or 
some MMF code was misbehaving. I cannot find anything else out about the 
problem. 

Monday, 30 June 

22:00 (DD2015) 

lMT hung when MAGNET was being dropped for end-of-the-year accounting. 
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